Coordinate covalent C --> B bonding in phenylborates and latent formation of phenyl anions from phenylboronic Acid.
The results are reported of a theoretical study of the addition of small nucleophiles Nu(-) (HO(-), F(-)) to phenylboronic acid Ph-B(OH)(2) and of the stability of the resulting complexes [Ph-B(OH)(2)Nu](-) with regard to Ph-B heterolysis [Ph-B(OH)(2)Nu](-) --> Ph(-) + B(OH)(2)Nu as well as Nu(-)/Ph(-) substitution [Ph-B(OH)(2)Nu](-) + Nu(-) --> Ph(-) + [B(OH)(2)Nu(2)](-). These reactions are of fundamental importance for the Suzuki-Miyaura cross-coupling reaction and many other processes in chemistry and biology that involve phenylboronic acids. The species were characterized by potential energy surface analysis (B3LYP/6-31+G*), examined by electronic structure analysis (B3LYP/6-311++G**), and reaction energies (CCSD/6-311++G**) and solvation energies (PCM and IPCM, B3LYP/6-311++G*) were determined. It is shown that Ph-B bonding in [Ph-B(OH)(2)Nu](-) is coordinate covalent and rather weak (<50 kcal.mol(-1)). The coordinate covalent bonding is large enough to inhibit unimolecular dissociation and bimolecular nucleophile-assisted phenyl anion liberation is slowed greatly by the negative charge on the borate's periphery. The latter is the major reason for the extraordinary differences in the kinetic stabilities of diazonium ions and borates in nucleophilic substitution reactions despite their rather similar coordinate covalent bond strengths.